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ABSTRACT
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R
This paper describes a recent development of the NavX
NTR GNSS receiver series. The multi-frequency front-end
allows to receive and process satellite navigation signals
R
-NTR is
on up to six different Rf carriers. The NavX
thus able to acquire and track all civil GPS, Galileo and
GLONASS signals but is not limited to these signals. Different use cases for a navigation test receiver are deﬁned
and examples of these use cases are presented.
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INTRODUCTION
The modernisation of existing and creation of new global
and local navigation satellite systems introduce many new
signals at different RF frequencies and modulations. However, the general structure of all these signals is very similar and allows a uniﬁed approach for signal acquisition and
tracking. The future availability of navigation signals from
different global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) in turn
offers a remarkable capability for integrity monitoring - either global or regional.
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The present paper discusses the need for monitoring reTobias Hartmann received his diploma in Telecommunicaceivers tracking the complete spectrum of navigation sigtion Engineering from the University of Applied Sciences
nals and introduces the design of a high-end receiver, which
in Ulm. Since then he works for the IFEN GmbH in the
Footer:technology department focusing on RF Front End
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Payload Test Receiver (PTR)

In-Orbit Test Receiver
(IOTR)

Reference Station Receiver
(e.g. RIMS)

Description

Payload directly connected to
receiver (no antenna)

Single Satellite observed with
high gain antenna with high directivity (high antenna gain)

Signal power at RF input

≈ −55dBm

RF bandwidth
Expected C/N0
Number of physical channels

Twice signal bandwidth
> 100(> 70∗)dB − Hz
low (track each signal component of one single payload)

≈ −140dBm (assuming 30 dB
LNA and 30 dB antenna gain )
Signal bandwidth
60 − 80dB − Hz
low (track each signal component of one single payload)

Constellation observed with
medium to high gain antenna
(medium antenna gain; medium
to high LNA)
≈ −140dBm (assuming 30 dB
LNA)
Signal bandwidth
30 − 50dB − Hz
high (track all in view)

Table 1 Overview of use cases for a navigation test and reference receiver (NTR)

Monitor / Reference Station Receiver

A typical instrumentation like it is used for the Galileo
FOC Payload Test System is shown in ﬁgure 9. The used
R
-NTR has been customised to bypass the second
NavX
stage ampliﬁers and populated with RF and IF ﬁlters with
double signal bandwidth.

The receiver is used to monitor the signal of one or more
GNSS signals using a medium to high gain antenna covering the upper hemisphere (e.g. Roke Manor Tri-G08). This
use case has the widest application spectrum and has been
realised for e.g.

Due to the high input power level, the signal after despreading is well above the noise level - not only the main
correlation peak but also the secondary lobes. Therefore
the acquisition engine has been modiﬁed to identify the correct signal main lobe for tracking.

• RIMS-NG (next generation regional integrity monitoring station)(breadboard)
• Monitor station for the German Galileo Test Environment (GATE)

As only one satellite is tracked, the requirements with respect to number of channels are minimal. For Galileo, a
receiver with eight channels is sufﬁcient to track each signal component independently (E1 OS data and pilot, E1
PRS data and pilot, E6 CS data and pilot, E6 PRS data and
pilot, E5 a and b data and pilot).

• User receiver for GATE
• Permanent monitoring station (24/7) at IFEN premises
• Experimental receiver platform to evaluate new receiver algorithms (e.g. SX5)
The RF front-end must be designed to mitigate near- and
out-of-band interference. Furthermore the front-end shall
mitigate in-band continuous wave (CW) and/or pulsed interference by means of pulse blanker and variable notch
ﬁlters.

In-Orbit Test Receiver

The receiver is used to validate the transmitted signal of a
satellite after launch (e.g. Galileo IOT, GIOVE A/B) using
a high gain antenna with a small aperture (e.g. 7m dish with
approx. 30 dB antenna gain). To mitigate near base-band
and out-of-band interference, the bandwidth of RF and IF
ﬁlter are chosen to comply to the signal bandwidth according to SiS-ICD. The expected C/N0 is well above 60dBHz, thus the signal is not necessarily embedded in the noise
ﬂoor. Therefore special attention has to be turned to signal
acquisition to avoid side-lobe tracking (see above).

Depending on the application, the requirements for the
number of channels are high. E.g. to track all in view of
GPS, Galileo and Glonass, 94 channels are needed (maximum visibility in 99% of all cases):
• GPS: 10 satellites ⇒ 30 SC 3 channels (L1, L2, L5)
• Galileo: 11 satellites ⇒ 44 SC 3 channels (E1, E6,
E5a/b or AltBOC)

The requirements with respect to number of channels are
• Glonass: 10 satellites ⇒ 20 SC 3 channels (G1
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS TOOL
To asses the performance of the receiver (or the signal generator under test) IFEN’s GSPF can be directly connected
to the receiver. This GNSS Simulation and Processing
Framework can be used for user processing (e.g. data preprocessing, PVT solution, integrity calculation, EGNOS,
RAIM) but also for signal characterisation (e.g. multipath
detection and mitigation, interference detection) and performance assessment (code/carrier noise analysis).

Fig. 10 GSPF Framework with GSPF kernel, data processing libraries and (default) conﬁgurations
Using unused correlators, it is also possible to produce
“scans” of the autocorellation function, e.g. for the AltBOC function or sub-signals like the BOC(6,1) part of the
CBOC signal (ﬁgure 11).
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Fig. 11 Autocorrelation function reproduced using free
correlators (upper: AltBOC, lower: BOC(6,1) component
of CBOC).
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